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Home & Office Gifts,  
Drinkware, Accessories & More
J.Charles makes doing business beautifully simple
with straight-forward pricing and consistent,
reliable execution.



Our Customers tell us that no matter the size or scope of the 
project, that we treat each and every opportunity with the 
same level of care and attention to detail. 

When it comes to appreciating customers and employees, 
nothing shows how much you care more than elegantly 
designed gifts from J.Charles.  Our crystal and glass collections 
will always be remembered and last a life time.

Not all companies have the ability to 
source their materials and substrates both 
domestically and internationally. Nor do they 
understand how to bring those components 
together uniquely and effectively to create 
enduring quality. Our capabilities in design, 
decoration, and manufacturing are unrivaled, 
yet we maintain low overhead by leveraging 
and maximizing our unlimited resources.

J.Charles has over 25 years of expertise in crafting 
personalized commemoratives, drink-ware, and 

keepsakes that will serve as a perpetual reminder  
for all special occasions.

Dedicated to 
Customer Satisfaction

Top Notch 
Customer Service

High Quality Products 
and Craftsmanship

As a past president of the Incentive Marketing Association’s 

recognition council, and senior executive of two of the top symbolic 

award suppliers in the industry, I am confident that you will have a 

great experience working with J.Charles. So when your next project 

presents itself, think of J.Charles…

I assure you, you’ll be glad you did!

All the best,

Jay E. Donlin
VP Sales & Marketing



Home &
Office 

Serving Trays, 
Bowls & Containers

Vases 

Paperweights 

Nameplates & 
Cardholders

Desk Clocks

Picture Frames

Cache Boxes

Bookends

Ornaments

Drinkware &
Accessories 

Drinkware &
Accessories

Wine & Stemware

Beer Glasses

Beverage & Bar-ware

Coffee Mugs 

Decanters

Pitchers / Water Sets

Buckets



(877) 681-6155 JCHARLES.COM

No Proof Fees

Our talented ar�sts will turn your

vision into reality, free of charge.

No Master Carton Fees

Are you serious? This doesn't require

any further explana�on.

No Rush Fees

Need something in a pinch?

Expect the same great price.

No Setup Fees

No surprises on your

invoice either.

Outstanding contributions deserve special acknowledgment and nothing captures the 
significance of that support better than a beautiful gift of gratitude from J.Charles. 

When it comes to making a lasting impression on those that matter most, look to  
J.Charles to create a timeless and elegant way to honor the exceptional support and 

efforts of your employees, customers and contributors.


